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       The bottom line is, insults only hurt when they come from someone I
respect. 
~Kresley Cole

I often help others discover the outer limits of their hatred. It's a talent of
mine. 
~Kresley Cole

There was French kissing, and then there was Cajun French kissing.
Spicier, harder, wilder. 
~Kresley Cole

My looks had gone from well-kempt cheerleader to apocalyptic
disasterpiece. 
~Kresley Cole

I got nothing. Even the spies I'm spying on who are spying on other
spies got nothing. 
~Kresley Cole

Two things that can never be contained? Velociraptors and zombies. 
~Kresley Cole

Those who betray me only do so once. 
~Kresley Cole

I take no actions that I wouldn't publicly recount. If you can't speak your
deeds, then don't do them. 
~Kresley Cole

Never run from one such as me, female. You will no' get away - and we
like it. 
~Kresley Cole
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Fate has a way of getting what she wants, no matter how we try to
avoid it. 
~Kresley Cole

It'll only hurt for a second. Promise. 
~Kresley Cole

And speaking of females, if I call you by one's name while my fangs are
plunged deep in your neck, just run with it. 
~Kresley Cole

Remember my titles? I don't get poisoned,I do the poisoning.I'm the
princess of it. 
~Kresley Cole

Gods, I love it when you talk mathy to me. 
~Kresley Cole

Lothaire:Hate scars. I'm physically flawless--why can't everyone be?
Everywhere Lothaire went, people stopped and stared. Of course, then
they usually ran. 
~Kresley Cole

Rydstrom: "To get it right this time." 
~Kresley Cole

My mom could be really fierce. A regular Frau Badass. 
~Kresley Cole
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